Multiple Discipline Inspector

Multiple discipline inspector / plan reviewer. This position is for a person experienced in field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC certification in the type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. The ability to expand to additional disciplines is available.

Building Inspector

Building inspector / plan reviewer. This position is for a person experienced in field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC certification in the type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review multiple disciplines or has supervision experience will be a plus.

Building Official

This position is for a person experienced in operation of a building department. They would be providing this service to field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC certification in type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review multiple disciplines or has supervision experience will be a plus.

Mechanical/Energy Plan reviewer/Inspector/ Engineer

Mechanical/energy inspector / plan reviewer. This position is for a person experienced in field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC certification, job experience or an engineering degree in the type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review multiple disciplines or has supervision experience will be a plus.
Plumbing Inspector

Plumbing inspector / plan reviewer. This position is for a person experienced in field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who is an Illinois licensed plumber and an Illinois Certified Plumbing Inspector.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review multiple disciplines or has a CCCDI license will be a plus.

Electric Engineer

Electric inspector / plan reviewer. This position is for a person experienced in field inspection and plan review of various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC certification, job experience or an engineering degree in the type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review multiple disciplines or has supervision experience will be a plus.

Fire protection plans reviewer and inspector

This position is for an experienced person who can perform in depth reviews and inspections of fire protection, detection and alarm systems. They will be performing the work on various types of projects. It requires a person who has ICC or NFPA certification in type of work they will be performing.

The person in this position will be performing reviews and inspections on a wide range of projects from tenant finishes to entire buildings. A person who can review other disciplines will be a plus.

Instructor

This position is for an experienced person who can present training session on various industry topics. It includes the presentation and preparation of one and multiple day sessions. The sessions are presented in our Elgin location and in other states. ICC certification or appropriate job experience required.

Benefits

Benefit package, which includes vacation, sick leave, 401K, health and dental insurance, paid training, paid testing to increase the type and number of certifications and a pay increase for each new certification. Any inspector who would like to instruct classes also earns an additional daily stipend for each day they instruct.

Compensation is competitive with the industry and based on certifications and experience.

Contact: Richard A. Piccolo at 847-428-7010 or email rpiccolo@bfccs.org for details.

2420 Vantage Drive Elgin, Il 60124